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Why partner with Cyxtera on your technology refresh?
Easy, rapid modernization

Right-size deployments effortlessly

Rapidly provision compute, storage, and
networking — no need to procure hardware,
stage duplicate environments, or orchestrate
complex migrations.

With the ability to spin up services on demand,
you no longer risk overprovisioning space,
power, or bandwidth.

Futureproof IT

Flexible, cost-effective billing

Skip the burden of lengthy refresh cycles
with immediate access to best-in-class
servers, available as-a-service.

Avoid rigid contracts and costly capital
investments with our predictable, monthly
pricing model.

Faster time to market

Maximum visibility and control

Deploy your IT infrastructure in minutes,
not months, with on-demand provisioning
and connectivity.

Manage and monitor your complete environment
via our powerful, fully automated platform.

The Cyxtera platform enables enterprises to provision and configure the capacity they need, when they
need it. With a best-in-class management portal and complete portfolio of as-a-Service offerings at their
fingertips, IT teams can rapidly solve for IT modernization with:

Enterprise Bare Metal
Enterprise Bare Metal (EBM) enables enterprises to provision dedicated, best-in-class bare metal
servers from providers like Nutanix, Fujitsu and HPE. EBM empowers teams to modernize their
infrastructure by giving them the power, performance, and control of dedicated hardware with the
simplicity and scale of on-demand provisioning.

Effortless Connectivity
The Digital Exchange is a resilient, programmable network fabric that enables teams to configure and
optimize their networks at the speed of software. Facilitate secure data migration, seamlessly extend
your environment, and connect directly to Cyxtera’s rich ecosystem of network, cloud, and service
providers, all via API or web portal — no routing equipment or physical cabling required.

Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS)
Cyxtera’s on-demand storage offering — powered by enterprise STaaS provider Zadara — provides
convenient, flexible storage with a pay-as-you-go, fully-managed cloud model. With rapid deployment
and support for any protocol, Enterprise STaaS is a highly secure and scalable solution that makes it
easy to modernize and expand storage-intensive environments.

Smarter Remote Management
The Cyxtera Portal gives enterprises a unified interface to provision, monitor, and control their complete
data center environment from anywhere. From monitoring colocation to deploying digital services,
the portal’s expansive functionality and intuitive user experience simplify operations while maximizing
control, enabling teams to modernize their environments with visibility, speed, and precision.

Cyxtera Features
Global footprint, 60+ Hybrid Ready
data centers in 29 markets

>99.9999% uptime SLA and at
least N+1 power backup.

Access to a digital ecosystem of
600+ global network providers,
182+ cloud on-ramps, and a broad
range of service providers.

Software-powered, self-service
portal for on-demand provisioning
Enterprise-grade Bare Metal and
XaaS portfolio that enables the
data center on-demand

Robust interconnection services
with rapid, low-latency, direct
connections
Future-ready, intelligently
automated platform built from
the ground up

Modernizing your data center? Cyxtera can help. Contact sales@cyxtera.com or call 1-855-699-8372.
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